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INTRODUCTION BY DEAN LUECK

Douglass C. North won the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences in 1993. The Nobel Committee
stated that the motivation for this prize was for “having renewed research in economic history by
applying economic theory and quantitative methods in order to explain economic institutional
change.” The committee further stated that his contribution “shed new light on the economic
development in Europe and the United States before and in connection with the industrial rev-
olution. He emphasized the role of property rights and institutions.”1 North shared the prize with
Robert Fogel, another giant in economic history, whose work was quite different. Whereas Fogel
was squarely a neoclassical economist, North brought the transaction cost economics of Ronald
Coase (who won the Nobel Prize in 1991) to bear on the old and important questions of insti-
tutions and economic growth.

For all his influence, felt well beyond economics into political science, law, and other social
sciences,2 North’s focus on property rights and institutions has had relatively little influence on
natural resource and environmental economics, at least directly. This limited current influence is
perhaps evenmore surprising becauseNorthwas at theUniversity ofWashington (UW) formore
than three decades. There North spent 12 years as chair of the department, where resource and
environmental economics was an important, if not leading, field, producing a long string of
influential scholars. This short essay examines the influence that North had on resource eco-
nomics and suggests that resource economists can gain from incorporating his approach into
their work.

Born in 1920, North went to Berkeley for undergraduate and graduate degrees (earning his
PhD in 1952) and became acting assistant professor at UW in 1950.He became professor in 1960,
was the department chair from 1967 to 1979, and left for Washington University (Wash U) in
1983, where he remains, although he also spends time at the Hoover Institution as Senior Fellow.

From the 1960s through the 1980s, resource economics was developing, and the group at UW
was an important part of this development. At roughly the same time, North began his important
work on how the institutions of property rights, law, and political organization affected economic
growth (particularly North 1981). North’s ideas on institutional change were also developing at
approximately the same time as Coase’s (1960) work on transaction costs and property rights
spread through the profession. Coase’s work was influencing industrial organization, political
economy, law and economics, environmental economics, and economic history.

It is almost self-evident that institutions—economic, legal, political, cultural—have great
implications for the management and conservation of natural resources. Examples are fisheries
regulations, water rights, endangered species regulations, land use, and the current debate over
climate policy. It is also clear that agriculture (Allen & Lueck 2003) requires strong property
institutions and that the same is true for natural resources used to drive the Industrial Revolution
(Scott 2008). YetNorth has devoted almost no attention to natural resources and the environment
in his exceptional career.3 One must look hard to find any mention of resources in his writings.
Indeed, in his Nobel lecture (North 1993), he says nothing about how institutions affect natural

1See http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/1993/north-facts.html, accessed June 15, 2015.
2North has 94,000 Google Scholar citations as of June 15, 2015 (see https://scholar.google.com/citations?user5-
LcMZqMAAAAJ&hl5en). This number compares with 179,000 citations each for Eugene Fama and Oliver
Williamson, 164,000 for Gary Becker, 116,000 for James Heckman, 96,000 for Elinor Ostrom, and 94,000 for
Jean Tirole. Ostrom was greatly influenced by North, and her work (particularly Ostrom 1990) ultimately influenced
many resource economists.
3Perhaps the closest he comes is his examination of “the first economic revolution” in North (1981, chapter 7), where he
discusses the transition from hunter-gathering to agriculture.
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resources or how the characteristics of resources affect institutions.4 Except for Lee Alston and
Terry Anderson, almost none of his students have worked on these issues, and for Alston and
Anderson, their movement to resource topics came well after their graduate work with North.

Northwas already 62 years oldwhen, in 1983, he became theHenry Luce Professor atWashU.
Shortly thereafter he became the Director of the Center for Political Economy and became an
intellectual leader in the social sciences at that university. At a time when many scholars see their
productivity decline, North rather remarkably ramped his up, often workingwith BarryWeingast
(then at Wash U, now at Stanford). In the past three decades of his career, his work has focused
more on political institutions and how belief systems affect and are determined by institutions
(e.g.,North et al. 2009). In 1997North cofounded the International Society for New Institutional
Economics (now the Society for Institutional and Organizational Economics)—a new academic
association to bring economists, political scientists, andother social scientists together to share and
advancework on institutions. BecauseWashU has historically had limited interest in resource and
environmental issues, North has had even less direct impact on resource economics while there
than while he was at UW, where he was routinely in contact with faculty and graduate students
working in the area.

Historians of resource economics will note that before North’s prominent work—and some-
times before Coase’s (1960) famous work on property rights—scholars (all Canadian) like
J.H Dales (1968a,b), H. Scott Gordon (1954, 1958), and Anthony Scott (1955)5 were examining
property rights to natural resources. A geographic exception was Ciriacy Wantrup, who wrote
about water rights in 1955 (Wantrup 1955). These works stressed the lack of resource ownership
as a prominent cause of environmental problems and suggested that policy be guided by changes in
property institutions.6 Thus, although early work in resource and environmental economics had
a strong institutional focus, by the 1970s, as North’s work was gaining prominence, the field
tended to focus on (a) theoretical models of resource use (e.g., Brown 1974) and (b) valuation of
nonmarket environmental goods. Lee Alston, Terry Anderson, Robert Deacon, and Ronald
JohnsonwereUWgraduateswhobegan to examine the institutions that governnatural resources.7

A major scholar to take North’s approach to resource questions is Gary Libecap, who was not
a student of North. Indeed, Libecap (1993) takes a historical property rights approach to the
evolution of the institutions that govern natural resources,8 and more recently Scott (2008) takes
an even broader approach.

The reasons for so little overlap between economics of institutions and resource economics are
not easy to statistically identify, although they are rather easy to suggest. At UW, although sur-
rounded by resource economists,Northwas focused on the broad sweep of history. AtWashU, his
focus turned to political institutions and away from resource economics. Early resource econo-
mists, in contrast, tended to pay little attention to history and were generally Pigouvian, rather

4In this essay, North does not mention land, natural resources, fisheries, forests, water, pollution, or externalities. The
environment is mentioned only in the context of a general setting or surroundings. Agriculture is mentioned just twice in
the context of the fraction of human history before industrialization and growth.
5Scott passed away on February 17, 2015.
6North’sUWcolleague StevenCheung (1970) published a paper that extended theworkofGordon (1954) and Scott (1955) by
developing a contractual model to analyze the mechanism by which open-access dissipation occurs. Although this was an
important extension in property rights economics, it had limited direct impact on resource economics.
7Relevant work includes Alston et al. (1999), Bohn & Deacon (2000), and Johnson & Libecap (1982).
8Anderson& Libecap (2014) extend this historical approach to a broad range of topics, including water markets and climate
policy. Anderson & Hill (1975) is an early work on the evolution of property rights. A less well known connection between
North and Libecap is that Anderson and Libecap were undergraduate classmates and friends at the University of Montana.
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than Coasian, in approach. That is to say, resource economists tended to view environmental
problems as optimal tax problems rather than as comparative institutional problems. There may
also have been an ideological selection bias that separatedmost resource economists (leftish) from
most property rights economists (rightish), and this ideological segregation may have limited
collaboration.9 Specialization forces and catering to journal editors may also have played (and
likely still do play) a role in this segregation. In this sense, the history of academic institutions
matters just as North would expect it to. In the areas in which resource economics focused on
institutions—notably fisheries and water rights—the research has tended to examine the con-
sequences of institutions rather than the dynamic causes for or changes in institutions.10 The latter
has been North’s focus. In cases in which property rights were rather strong—notably mines and
commercial forests—resource economists have ignored institutional subtleties and have tended to
pursue purely neoclassical analysis.

One area in which North’s influence has been felt is in political economic analysis of many
critically important resource problems. His work sets the foundation for land reform, conjunctive
water resource allocation, and transition economies in Eastern Europe and former Soviet republics
(Clague & Rausser 1992). The institutional lens of North is also a core element of political
economic analysis, and his recent emphasis on governance structures can inform what role they
play in natural resource and other commodity systems. The emphasis in this work is to select the
“right” governance structure instead of the “right” policy (Rausser et al. 2011).

The gap between North-style research and traditional resource economics still exists to some
degree today, but as implied by North’s work, this gap suggests gains from trade. The North-
inspired work of Daron Acemoglu (e.g., Acemoglu & Robinson 2012) and others on institutions
and economic growth has been an important development in the last two decades in economics
generally. Thismodern empirical approachwould seem to have the potential to examine questions
concerning the relationship between economic growth and resource use that go beyond the en-
vironmental Kuznets curve literature. North stressed the importance of property rights for growth
generally but left open the door to examine how the details of resource ownership can influence
outcomes over time. Those who study natural resources are well aware of the important and large
differences in modern institutions. For example, there are large tracts of government land in
Canada and the United States, whereas in Europe nearly all land is private. Yet, in both North
America and Europe, the demand for environmental goods has led to parks and preserves, al-
though they are governed by different institutions. In South Africa, wildlife are owned and
managed largely by private landowners, whereas in East African countries like Kenya, wildlife are
public property and primarily inhabit large preserves.11 The economic forces for these differences
are notwell understood, nor is the importance of historical parameters in the establishment of these
institutions. Moreover, the traditional neoclassical approach is not well suited to comparing
outcomes generated from discretely different institutions.

North understood the importance of historical forces in shaping institutions and the costs of
changing institutions, and both issues are relatively unexplored by resource economists. Recent
work, notably by Richard Hornbeck (e.g., Hornbeck 2010), is a modern fusion of North-style

9One of the authors here, Gardner Brown, believes this factor to be important. Interesting too on this point is North’s
admission that, when he arrived at UW in the 1950s, he was a Marxist.
10The differences in approaches can be seen in two recent papers on bison. Taylor (2012) focuses on the effects of open-access
exploitation, whereas Lueck (2002) examines the variation in bison ownership across time and space. In his Nobel lecture
(North 1993), North argues for a theory of institutional dynamics and notes the importance of time.
11Property rights for large-scale conservation of landscapes and wildlife are increasingly becoming understood as important.
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economic history and resource economics. Given that the economics profession has a renewed
recognition of the importance of institutions, the time seems right for resource economists to
assimilate the work of North and others and to apply it to the problems that confront societies
today. The “Northian” perspective should be especially fruitful when resource economists are
examining resource problems in developing countries, where weak institutions (due to, for ex-
ample, a lack of rule of law, corrupt bureaucracy, or ill-defined land rights) often dominate but
where the potential for institutional improvement is also great. North’s more recent focus on the
importance of cognition, beliefs, and ideas in shaping institutions is a provocative challenge for
resource economics.

CONVERSATION WITH DOUGLASS NORTH12

Douglass North: My mother’s father came from Italy. The best part of me is Italian. My father
came from Kansas and before that was English. They met because my mother lived in Brooklyn,
where her fatherwas an importer of things from Italy.My father played football with her brothers.
That’s how they met.

Brown: Where did he play football: in a college or street?

North: Just a pickup game.My father worked for theMetropolitan Life Insurance Company as an
agent.

Brown: Was your mother a good cook? Is that why you developed a taste for food?

North:Mymotherwas a very good cook, yes. Shewas first rate. She never had a formal education.
She never went to college. I think she finished high school, but I’m not sure about that. She was
a fascinating woman. Almost all of the things that I attribute that I like about the past come from
her.

Brown: But your father played some role.

North: Oh yeah. He played a big role.Mymother, for example, didn’t think much of education in
America. She tookme toEurope, andwe lived inEngland, France, London, Paris, andwemoved to
Geneva and to Lausanne. I went to school in Lausanne. I learned French, and in fact I learned
French the hard way. You went to this school in Lausanne, and you wrote out 20 pages of French
grammar if you spoke a word of English. Well, the first week I nearly starved to death because I
didn’t even knowwhat “pass the salt”was in French. Iwould point to things, and they said, no, no,
you’ve got to say them. I got quite an education.

Brown: Where did you go to high school?

North: Well, I finished up in Choate School in Wallingford, Connecticut. My father eventually
brought us back, and he went to the Metropolitan New York office. Before that we had lived in
Ottawa, Canada, because he was head of the Canadian office. After New York, we moved out to
the west coast, and he was head of the west coast office. We moved to San Francisco.

Brown: Was there a particular teacher at Choate or a particular activity that you found
compelling?

12North was interviewed by Gardner Brown on July 11, 2014. Additional insights into North’s life and work can be seen in
North’s short autobiography written for the Nobel committee (http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/
laureates/1993/north-bio.html).
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North: Well, Dudley Fitz was there. Dudley Fitz was an English major and an amazing man. He
had a big influence on me as I was evolving.

Brown: Was he a student or faculty?

North: He was a faculty member there. I was supposed to go to Harvard because he went to
Harvard, but at the lastminutemy fathermovedout to thewest coast, and in those days travel from
the east to thewest coastwas a big activity. Iwent to Berkeley. I didmy 4-year undergraduatework
at Berkeley before World War II came along. Then in 1942, I went to the Merchant Marines.

Brown: Did you choose the Merchant Marines, or were you—

North: I was a conscientious objector. I didn’t want to kill anybody. I picked something where
other people would shoot at me but I wouldn’t shoot back.

Brown: So you were an informal conscientious objector and just strategically chose theMerchant
Marines?

North: Yeah.

Brown: I’d say well done.

North: I loved it. I had awonderful time.We had been at sea for 4 dayswhen theCaptain calledme
upon the bridge, andhe said,North, youwent to college. I said, yes, sir.He said,well,we’re lost. I’ll
give you 24 h to learn to navigate. Because what they were doing was they were taking ships that
came out of Kaiser Shipyard, but they were stocking them with seamen who had never been to
school, much less navigated. The seamen were being promoted to captains and first mates and so
on, and nobody knew how to navigate the ship. We were on our way to Australia. I stayed up all
night and learned how to navigate. Navigators were so scarce that when we were in New
Caledonia in the first year of thewar, I got offered a job to jump ship to other ships all over the place
because they needed navigators and they were short of them. In fact, at the end of the war, I taught
navigation for a couple of years at the west coast versions of the maritime school.

Brown: Was that before you went to graduate school?

North: That was before I went to graduate school. Yeah.

Brown: But you returned to Berkeley, right? To go to graduate school.

North: Yeah. Oh yeah.

Brown: Andwas that propinquity, orwas it because youwere on thewest coast or in the BayArea,
or was it a more directed choice to go there?

North: I think probablymymother’s choice.Mymother said, “You’ve got to go back to school.” I
wanted to go back. I had always intended to go back. I had not decided to become an economic
historian at that time. I was just going to go back to graduate school and went to Berkeley, and I
gradually became a Marxist.

Brown:Wheredid the economichistorydevelop?Whenyoucame to theUniversityofWashington—
is there any story behind your choice to come there?

North: It was 1950 that Iwent there, I guess. Iwent there as an economic historian. That’swhatmy
specialtywas. I planned to be an economic historianmostly because ofM.M.Knight.M.M.Knight
never thought much about formal economic training, and in fact his brother was Frank Knight,
and they didn’t get along. But M.M. had a big influence on my life.
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Brown: Your interest in Marxism—did that begin to fade after you got to the University of
Washington, or was it—?

North: I stayed aMarxist for quite awhile after that. It fadedwhen I got to knowDonGordon.He
was a skeptic about all things that were thought serious in the world. Donwould correct me about
the fact that I didn’t know what I was talking about all the time. He was usually correct. I learned
a lot of economics gradually fromDon, very, very informally. I resented formal economics when I
was a graduate student, and I thought it was all a bunch of crud. It wasn’t until I became an
assistant professor that I began to become serious about economics and indeed became a neo-
classical economist through and through. It’s only after that that I began to get skeptical about all
things I had learned.

One of the things that I gradually evolved into, which made me a critic of economic history—
because economic history aped neoclassic economics—didn’t involve formal theory or anything
like that. And it certainlywasn’t concernedwith change over time, which is what economic history
should be about. All of that was stuff that I had to unlearn and then relearn for myself. I’ve been
doing that ever since.

Brown: Tell me about the elements that shaped your particular direction in economic history. It
seems to me that maybe Don Gordon’s emphasis on micro theory would have played a role. You
chose particular directions, for example, property rights, that would come back to institutions.
Why did you take the path that you did?

North: I evolved gradually—first of all, protesting against formal economics. Then after I became—
thanks to Don Gordon13—a formal economist and became more neoclassical than the classical
economists, it took me a while to get out of that and pay attention to other things.

Brown: Maybe I should ask: If you were to introduce resources more explicitly in the general
economic framework, how might that influence our ideas of what we say?

North: I don’t think it would be a big influence, because I think that the big influencewas to start to
think about how human beings have organized themselves over time. That’s occupied most of my
life. That relates to resources. Obviously not having many resources poses real fundamental
dilemmas with respect to how you can evolve. In that sense, I’ve been always concerned about
resources. But the big focus of my life has been on how human beings have dealt with each other.
How they learn to evolve more complex structures, institutions, and things like that—that has
dominated my life.

Brown: A long time ago, you did write an article in environmental law, political economy, and
environmental policies, and that was in 1970. You took a Coasian view, where you said that
transaction costs loom large in the account of it, and in the explaining of and the existence of
externalities such as pollution, and I was wondering if you like to reconsider or reflect on three
ideas. First, you like the idea that gainers should compensate losers; in fact, in order to achieve
gains from trade, you thought that the political process wouldmilitate against that. Sowhile you
thought that there should be compensation, it was unlikely. When I read that, it tookme back to
Galbraith and his American Capitalism: The Concept of Countervailing Power [Galbraith
1993].

Andmost people think of Galbraith as a liberal, using that word loosely, but what struckme in
reading that was an idea he expressed, which later was developed more formally by Robert

13Gordon was well known for his oral influence but published rather little; Gordon (1955) is representative.
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Aumann, who won the Nobel Prize, an Israeli economist. He was talking about people being
concerned about economic power; his example was farm dealers getting control of farmmachinery
and selling the machinery and earning pure profits. Galbraith wasn’t worried about that at all,
because the farmerswill form cooperatives and produce a countervailing power, and that’s a pretty
subtle idea—right?—for the time, in the 70s? So you have this issue of: Okay, if people aren’t being
compensated when property is being taken, do they form organizations to redress that imbalance?

North: I don’t think there’s a simple answer to that question. It varies all over the place, depending
on the setting of the people and what the alternatives are that they face or what they perceive to be
the alternatives. One of the things that I’ve learned over time is that we have a very limited
understanding of the alternatives that we face, and they evolve over time. And as we do, the ones
that are going to be successful are going to evolve in ways that broaden their horizons, and there
come up new ways of dealing with problems.

That’s a big problembecausewe don’t understand somany things about theworld thatwe have
to understand in order to be able to make sense out of it.

Brown: My mind just went off thinking about Adam Smith saying that there are gains from
specialization. And I think that’s very true and very important, but we also know that species that
become too specialized become enormously vulnerable to extinction.

North: And obsolete and eventually fade out—that’s right. My pet peeve all through the last 20
years or30yearshasbeen thenarrowness of economists, in fact of all social scientists, innotopening
upwhole new areas. I think, for example, transaction costs economics was such an important thing
because it forced people to recognize that there were really costs of people interacting which
prevented them from opening new doors for themselves. I think that’s terribly important.

Brown: I’mwondering, if you had a graduate student whowas interested in working in the area of
natural resources and environmental economics, where you might steer him?

North: I try topersuade—nowthat I’mretired I’mnotpersuadinganybody—but I tried topersuademy
students all the time that they should always be searching for new ways to look at things.

The whole nature of formal training in not just social sciences, I suspect, but physical sciences as
well, means you are more specialized all the time. And becoming more specialized keeps on nar-
rowing the focus,whenyouought toalways remember thatwe’re a little tiny bit of a gigantic process.

Brown: I was just thinking about resource economics. We’ve done quite a lot of simple models in
dynamics and intertemporal maximization. But until very recently we’ve been pretty silent about
space, with very little attention to spatial economics. And surely that’s a dimension that counts.
You remarked that you were eschewing discussion of economics comparable to general equi-
librium theory, and you cited Frank Hahn as an ally. Frank Hahn was my major professor at
Berkeley. I read his exceptional piece, and I was surprised to have him claim that the transaction
costs and increasing returns to scale, except for trivial cases, resist inclusion to traditionalmodes of
analysis.

North: I’mnot sure I’dexpress it thatway. If I understandwhathewas saying, I think I agreewithhim.

Brown: What do you suppose he was getting at? Because on one hand, you think transaction costs
are important—but how can—does it lend itself to inclusion in the traditional model, or is it—

North: No. It poses real problems for the traditional model. As soon as you introduce transaction
costs into things, then you’ve got to ask why transaction costs exist the way they do, which means
you’ve got to get at how the mind works, how the brain works, and things like that which we
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haven’t traditionally thought much about—though now in the last few years we have been doing
something about it. That’s really a big area in which we could do better.

Brown: You began a paragraph stating that institutions are humanly devised constraints and
create informal constraints. I’mwondering if tomake your argument that’s a bit loose—I’ll tell you
what I was thinking about. I remember reading about a district act in California around 1912, and
the neat thing about this district act is that itwas extremely flexible.And it allowed, for example, an
institution to enclose an externality like a flood control district. And it allowed—if youwanted it—
the district to tax and be taxed or not. So this was the case that I quickly thought of where the
constraints were removed, not added. It seems that the institutions can play both a role of
constraining and allowing.

North: I think that’s right.

Brown: Later, you conclude that the most fundamental, long-run source of change is learning by
individuals and entrepreneurs. When I read that, I was thinking of Arrow’s learning-by-doing
article in 1962 [Arrow 1962]. It provides heuristics of thought for increasing returns of scale,
which I think enhances growth and is certainly an important element in telling a dynamic story.

North: It was very hard to bring dynamics into it, because dynamicsmeans you’ve got to figure out
what you’re closing off andwhat you’re opening up, and younever knowwhether you’re doing the
right thing. Maybe tomorrow it will turn out that you did the wrong thing. I think the learning
process keeps going on, and it turns out to have surprising implications for theway inwhichwe are
evolving at times.

Brown: You said that explaining the pace and direction of economic change throughout history
presents a major puzzle.

North: It does because, if you ask yourself back in various times whether you ever would have
thought about the way we think about it today, the answer is probably no. You had to build up
a certain level of sophistication, and I use that word loosely because I’m usually concerned about
the degree to which sophistication becomes specialization and narrowness.

Brown: You mean like sophistry?

North: Yeah. That’s right.

Brown: Doug, I think I’m coming to a close. Are there some more comments, omissions, com-
missions, things that you’d like to add or revise?

North: No. I think you’ve done very well. I think the biggest thing I want to leave with you is how
we’ve got to studymore about how the mind and brainwork and how the structure is evolving over
time aswegetmore information,moreknowledge, andwhen it’s going indirections that are creative.
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